Canon XC10 Camcorder

Want to shoot a commercial? An entire photo album of your dog? We’ve got you covered.

This versatile camera is perfect for still photography, professional video, and has the portability to boot. Sure, you can’t switch lenses but that’s exactly what Canon had in mind— it’s all right here! Take it easy on yourself and grab the tripod and lapel microphone. Transfer files on wifi or use a SD card for additional storage. Get your shots, then come back to Spark Studio to complete the finishing touches.

Specifications:

- Fixed lens camcorder/camera that can provide both 4K video AND 12 MP still photography
- 2.3 lbs for maximum portability and ease of use
- Built-in microphone and wi-fi

Accessories:
Available, Included, & Necessary

- EVLD Staff member
- Tripod, shoulder mount
- SD card storage (photos) and/or CFast card storage (video)
- External microphone

Scan code to visit Canon’s manual and device website

Scan Code for Lynda!

Learn from the professionals!
Watch video tutorials from the pros to learn the basics, get project ideas, and more!
Visit: www.evld.org
Click on “Databases”
Look for Lynda!